


1744 South 1900 East 
        Salt Lake City, UT 84108 
        November 22, 2016 
 
Re: Docket Number: 14-035-114 
 
To the Public Services Commission, 
 
I am writing to request that Rocky Mountain Power’s (RMP) rate request under Docket 
Number: 14-035-114 be denied in its totality. 
 
First, RMP’s request to place residential solar customers who submit net metering 
applications after December 9, 2016 on a transitional rate structure is nonsensical. This 
request is akin to a City changing impact fees but not telling potential developers the new 
fees, i.e. any new developments will incur an impact fee but the rate is unknown and will 
go into effect at a to be determined date. A moving target is not appropriate in any public 
rate structure. If RMP wishes to request a new rate structure it must have a known rate 
with a known effective date. 
 
Second, RMP’s request to place residential solar customers into separate rate structure 
based on peak usage that is similar to commercial users is nonsensical.  RMP’s thesis that 
residential solar customers peak usage places a greater load on the grid system than other 
residential customer’s peak usage is specious. Customers with air conditioning, electric 
ranges, and electric clothes driers place the greatest loads on the grid system. If a rate 
structure based on peak usage is needed then all residential customers should utilize the 
same rate structure. 
 
Further, evidence of the peak electricity issue is unrelated to residential solar customers is 
the RMP Cool-Keeper Program which specifically targets summer time air conditioning. 
Solar users with air conditioning help with such grid loads because their electricity is 
used either themselves or utilized within very close proximity during the peak load time 
period. Thus reducing the grid load. 
 
Third, RMP’s request for a $15 base rate for residential solar customers is nonsensical. 
Currently, the residential customers base rate is $6. There is no justification for the 
additional $9 in the base rate. RMP will not be providing any additional services. The 
increase in the base rate is nothing more than a mechanism to generate a fixed revenue 
stream when residential solar customers zero out their electricity usage.  
 
Further, RMP has been granted by PSC an $8 minimum billing amount, $2 above current 
base rate of $6. As such, RMP is already getting money for nothing when residential 
solar customers zero out their electricity usage. It should be noted that no other utility is 
permitted to have a minimum billing amount that exceeds the base charge. All other 
utilities charge customers for actual utility usage. It would behoove the PSC to remove 
the minimum billing amount from all RMP rate structures. 
 



Forth, RMP’s thesis that residential solar customers utilize less electricity and as such are 
not paying for the upkeep of the grid and other infrastructure is nonsensical. For instance, 
our range and clothes dryer were originally electric and have been replaced by natural gas 
appliances that have a lower “Energy Factor.” Further, we took other measures to reduce 
our overall electrical and natural gas consumption by installing insulation, installing 
higher R rated windows, installing LED and florescent lighting, as well as other measures 
like energy efficient appliances. All of these were done before installing residential solar 
panels. 
 
In fact, our overall electrical usage is so low that without solar on average we use 
approximately 480kWh per month, a third less than the average of 734 kWh per month. 
Naturally, with solar we have further reduced our electrical needs by approximately 140 
kWh per month. Like us, other residential customers are also reducing their electrical 
needs regardless of the source. As such, under RMP  logic they too should be required to 
pay more for the up keep of the grid. 
 
Further, battery storage is becoming more and more economically feasible for residential 
solar customers. Some residential solar customers may choose to utilize such storage 
rather than net meter the excess. Will RMP propose a rate structure for those customers? 
 
Fifth, though RMP proposed rate structure would not apply to current residential solar 
customers there is no doubt that if this rate structure is approved that RMP would seek to 
apply it to all residential solar customers as it is inherently unfair to have two rate 
structures for residential solar customers with the only difference being when they signed 
a net metering agreement.  
 
Sixth, it is worth comparing difference rate structures. Using my home electrical usage 
for the past year and an approximate peak usage of 2.0 kW (average: 3.4 kw) the 
following costs are illustrative: 
 

No solar electricity installed $611. 
Proposed rate structure assuming 2.0kW peak usage $437. 
Current rate structure w/net metering at wholesale value, $0.03 kWh  $351. 
Current rate structure w/net metering at midpoint value, $0.06 kWh  $260. 
Current rate structure w/net metering at full retail value, $0.08898 kWh  $185. 

 
If RMP treated residential solar customers as wholesale solar producers and paid 
wholesale rates of $0.03 kWh current residential solar customers would be paying $86 
less than the proposed rate.  Using a hypothetical mid point rate of $0.06 current 
residential solar customers would be paying $177 less than the proposed rate. However, 
PUC/PSC studies have determined that residential solar electricity has a greater value 
than the retail rate*. As such, the more appropriate rate would be the current net metering 
structure where residential solar customers would be paying $257 less than the proposed 
rate. 
 



• http://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/AME%20ShiningR
ewards%20Rpt%20Oct16%201.1.pdf 
 

The above shows the fallacy in RMP proposed rate structure, that it in fact will far exceed 
the cost of residential solar customers who utilize the grid for their excess electricity even 
if they were paid wholesale rates. 
 
Seventh RMP states that residential solar customers are being subsidized by other 
residential customers on average $400 per year. This amount is nonsensical.  Our solar 
system net metered approximately 3.0 MWh this past year (3.6 MWh average). If our 
subsidy was even half, $200 per year our current bill would be $385. That amount is 
more than if RMP paid a wholesale rate for our excess solar electricity, $351. 
 
Eighth, if residential solar customers are such a bane, why does RMP offer their Utah 
Solar Incentive Program, or their Subscriber Solar Program, or their long time Blue Sky 
Renewable Energy Program? Quite simply because RMP controls every aspect of these 
programs, including the profits, they cannot do that with residential solar installations.  
 
Because of the above reasons the proposed rate structure should be denied in its totality. 
Instead, I would suggest that the Utah PSC commission, like several other PSC and PUC 
commission its own independent study to determine the value of solar electricity and not 
rely on the biased one-sided data provided by RMP. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Allen Sanderson 
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To: gwiderburg@utah.gov

November 30, 2016

Cain, Tyler

You have been assigned to reply to the following issue:

Constituent: Beller, Stephanie

Constituent Address:
Stephanie Beller

UT

Constituent Email: Sb1111gw@gmail.com

Mobileft

Home #:

Office #;

Subject: Public Service Commission

Request (Closed): Dear Governor Herbert, On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public
Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop systems. The fees are among the highest proposed by any utility around
the nation on rooftop solar customers. If imposed, the fees would effectively end the growth of the rooftop solar and
devastate the solar industry in Utah. The solar industry provides almost 4000 jobs in the state and hundreds of millions
of dollars in economic activity. All of which will be negatively affected if these fees are put into place. You only have to
look toward Nevada to see the effect. Their commission imposed outrageous fees on owners and overnight hundreds of
solar industry jobs were lost. Utah prides itself as a economic development state. Your office has worked hard to
cultivate growth and it has paid off. If these fees are imposed one of the fastest growing industries in the state will be
greatly harmed. Your leadership on this issue is critical. Thank you for your time.

Thank you.

Constituent Services.
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Cain, Tyler
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Constituent: Zurick, Jennifer

Constituent Address:
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Jennifer Zurick

UT

Constituent Email: Jzurick@burmamission. org
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Cain, Tyler

You have been assigned to reply to the following issue:

Constituent; Herzog, Nicole

Constituent Address:
Nicole Herzog

Salt Lake City UT 84111

Constituent Email: nmh921@gmail. com
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Cain, Tyler

You have been assigned to reply to the following issue:

Constituent: Collinson, Jim

Constituent Address:
Jim Collinson

UT

Constituent Email: jimcollinson1@gmail. com
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You have been assigned to reply to the following issue:

Constituent: Slotnik, Joanne

Constituent Address:
Joanne Slotnik

UT

Constituent Email: joanne. slotnik@gmail. com
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Mobile #:

Home S:

Office »:

Subject: Public Service Commission

Request (Open): Dear Governor Herbert, On November 9, Rocky Mountain Power filed a request before the Public
Service Commission to raise rates on rooftop systems. The fees are among the highest proposed by any utility around
the nation on rooftop solar customers. If imposed, the fees would effectively end the growth of the rooftop solar and
devastate the solar industry in Utah. The solar industry provides almost 4000 jobs in the state and hundreds of millions
of dollars in economic activity. All of which will be negatively affected if these fees are put into place. You only have to
look toward Nevada to see the effect. Their commission imposed outrageous fees on owners and overnight hundreds of
solar industry jobs were lost. Utah prides itself as a economic development state. Your office has worked hard to
cultivate growth and it has paid off. If these fees are imposed one of the fastest growing industries in the state will be
greatly harmed. Your leadership on this issue is critical. Thank you for your time.

Thank you.
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To: gwiderburg@utah. gov

November 30, 2016

Winegar, Celeste

You have been assigned to reply to the following issue:

Constituent: Mower, Heidi

Constituent Address:
Heidi Mower

UT

Constituent Email: fairyprincess11@comcast. net
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